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If you were up and about in the Klang Valley this weekend, you'd be forgiven if you thought it
happened to be Youth Week. The young were in the driving seat in at least four initiatives,
proving to the dour cynic that there is indeed a beating heart with a bebop beat so strong you'll
just want to catch on to it.
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  EPIC , a volunteer youth organisation, embarked on a soft launch of Voice Your Choice - the 2million nationwide voter registration drive. The launch took place simultaneously at threesuburban malls - e@Curve, Amcorp, and Subang Parade - and in that weekend, the self-fundedgroup managed to register 1,021 citizens.    It is grunt work, but since the Election Commission isn't about to entertain auto-registration,these fine young people have decided to fill in that gap. There is no glamour in this, as thevolunteers will be the first to tell you.     "Rejection is something we all must be conditioned to face, as not letting it get us down was asmall challenge," reports their website.     Good job and keep plugging at it, people. Saya Anak Bangsa Malaysia is with you all the way.    
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http://dosomethingepic.net/
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  Saturday at the e@Curve itself, students from the SEGI College's PR course hosted Malaysian-LAH , aprogram to "define the essence of a true Malaysian". Malaysian Idol Danell Lee and local bandAn Honest Mistake did guest performances but for us at SABM, it was the panel discussionwhich won the show.    Five local personalities - comedian Andrew Netto, lifestyle personality Jojo Struys, actressSharifah Amani, musician-filmmaker-producer Pete Teo and journalist Irwan Abdul Rahman -were on stage to discuss their thoughts on the country.     
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http://campaign-malaysianlah.blogspot.com/
http://campaign-malaysianlah.blogspot.com/
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  The impish Sharifah Amani  just has a way of making you chuckle. Even when she's ripping onthe elements which are shredding the fabric of this nation. "Can't they see we get along so well,despite all their plans to keep us apart?"    
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sharifah_Amani
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  To the question about the role of celebrities in uniting the population, Jojo Struys believes thatdoing the right thing goes a long way. And doing the right thing doesn't necessarily mean theofficial-sanctioned way.    
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  He may be from the mainstream media, but Irwan calls on the rakyat to be constantly critical.Everyone plays a part, he says.    As for playing your part, Pete Teo  provides a clue: "You have to do the things you enjoy, aregood at. Only then can you be most relevant. There's no point in trying to emulate a certaincelebrity - you'll never be as good. Be yourself."    Pete Teo would have the chance to expound on his ideas further at the Malaysia Forum eventat the Rumah Anak Bangsa Malaysia (home of SABM) on Sunday. We're saving pictures of himfor that entry .    Comedian Andrew Netto  stressed that being Malaysian is to live in many colours: "Look at youall out there," he told the crowd "I don't see one shade. We like mixture, different food, differentmusic, cultures."    That same evening, Frinjan let loose over at the Dataran Shah Alam with its theme Peri-bumiwhich promised to "membawakan persembahan dari kaum yang dijajah dan juga penjajah".     Anyone here with pictures to share from Frinjan X? Send them over.    Sunday, we saw discourse that took place across national boundaries. Ah, the wonders ofinternet - you just can't stop it. Malaysia Forum , a group of young Malaysians who primarily gottogether while studying overseas, hosted Harapan, a conference held at Columbia University,New York. A webcast from KL was beamed worldwide focusing on two key topics. You can readabout it here .    If this weekend had to prove anything, it is that the young are well and alive here. They will takecharge - are capable of taking charge - and they will do it with a conscientious spirit, somethingso missing in the corridors of jaded adults today. May this spirit ripple forth.
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http://www.peteteo.com/
index.php?option=com_content&amp;view=article&amp;id=307:harapan-really&amp;catid=40&amp;Itemid=76
http://www.andrewnetto.com/
http://www.malaysiaforum.org/nmf/
index.php?option=com_content&amp;view=article&amp;id=307:harapan-really&amp;catid=40&amp;Itemid=76

